Nestor Van den Abbeele
about founding our third
business unit

WWW.TAG-IT.BE

<tag>it is the new business unit within the Sildi & <tag> organization on
providing IT services to companies on the benelux market. I had the chance
to Interview Nestor who co-founded <tag>it together with our managing
partners.

YOU CHOOSE, WE DELIVER

Why <tag>it as a third business unit from the Sildi &
<tag> organization?
The third business unit <tag>it was recently
established to meet the growing demand from our
customers <tag> projects in business consulting, we
are doing business analysis in close contact with IT,
but currently we are not yet specialized in the
development itself. In future projects we want to be
able to deliver the full service to our customers in
business consultancy and software development of IT
related projects.

What is the exact scope of the projects of the new
business unit, <tag>it?
<tag>it specializes in information technology
consulting, providing support with technical
challenges and innovations. We will deliver both
business consultancy and software development.
> Business consultancy: business analysis, functional
analysis, change management, program
management, technical writing.
> Software development: software architecture,
project management, technical analysis, software
development, testing, system engineering.

We also want to take the first step in fulfilling our
dream to develop and commercialize our own
applications. Things that are not included in the
scope of our projects are helpdesk and hardware.

What is the market <tag>it is focusing on?
<tag>it is not focusing on a specific sector. The
demand of IT services is reaching over all sectors
so we will focus on several types of clients:
>
>
>
>

Small and medium enterprises
Governmental companies
Multinationals
…

<tag>it is in a real start-up phase now, what are
the challenges <tag>it is facing right now?
Finding the right people for the right job is one of
our biggest challenges right now. The demand of
IT-profiles is very high on the market. We are
specifically searching for medior (2-3 years of
experience) and senior (> 3 years of experience)
profiles with an entrepreneurial spirit who want to
help this business unit grow.
Communication in Dutch and/or French is a must at
most of our clients, mastering both is an absolute
plus. English is certainly always welcome.

Concerning the software environment we want to
focus on the Microsoft .NET environment and
Java/Oracle environment.

Interested to join our team? Go to www.tag-it.be/jobs-at-tag-it

